
Resources for Sexual Violence Preventionists

Core competencies for sexual violence  
prevention practitioners

The importance of identifying core competencies among staff has 

cut across numerous fields of practice. A core competency is defined 

as “an area of expertise that is fundamental to a particular job or 

function” (Microsoft, 2009). Core competencies are critical in achieving 

success and moving forward as a movement. For practitioners 

working to prevent sexual violence, core competencies include things 

like knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are necessary to carry out 

prevention initiatives in communities.  

prevention practitioner, 
preventionist educator

Process of identifying core  
competencies of sexual violence 
prevention practitioners 

Gathering input from the field: 
Focus groups 
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How do you define a sexual assault 
prevention educator?

Common themes from answers  
to this question included:

 
or classroom education

as well as how these principles can 
address the root causes of sexual 
violence

understands “social justice activism”

1. How do you define a sexual assault prevention 
educator?

2. What concepts must one understand to be an 
effective sexual assault prevention educator?

3. What do you think are the must-have skills for 
a sexual assault prevention educator?

4. What are the benefits of everyone in the 
sexual violence field receiving training on the 
core competencies identified?

5. What on-going support do sexual assault 
prevention educators need to continue to build 
their competence?

Responses and experiences:  
Organizing the findings 

Guidance for 
Hiring, Training, and Supporting Community 
Prevention Practitioners

What concepts must one understand to be an 
effective sexual assault prevention educator?

Risk and protective factors
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Root causes

Framing messages

knowledge

Theories and fundamentals of behavior 
change

The context of the work within a larger social 
picture

The core tenets of anti-oppression work – 

The promotion paradigm
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Skills needed for effective prevention practitioners

Personal qualities

Community mobilization skills

Communication skills

Qualities and Abilities of Effective and 
Confident Prevention Practitioners 

What do you think are the must-have skills  
for a sexual assault prevention educator?
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What are the benefits of everyone in the 
sexual violence field receiving training on 
core competencies identified for prevention 
educators?

organizations include:

“Primary prevention is  
the best form of victims’ 

service there is.”  
- Focus group participant
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For Technical Assistance Providers

What on-going support do sexual assault 
prevention educators need to continue to build 
their competence?
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www.preventconnect.org
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Recommendations and Additional Questions
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